The Robots of Gotham

Red Moon

by Todd McAulty

by Kim Stanley Robinson

F McAulty
SciFi/Fantasy. In a futuristic world
dominated by a fascist coalition of
machines, a Canadian businessman
survives a rogue attack and teams up
with a Russian medic and a damaged
robot to stop a genocidal machine
conspiracy.

F Robinson
SciFi/Fantasy. Three travelers to the
Moon in 2048, now fully colonized,
find that it is a perilous and deadly
place, and what happens there
changes everything on Earth as well.

Polaris Rising
by Jessie Mihalik
F Mihalik
SciFi/Fantasy. Seizing control of her
own destiny, princess Ada von
Hasenburg, the fifth of six children,
escapes her betrothal ceremony and
disappears among the stars where
she eludes capture for two years
until her luck runs out.

No Way
by S.J. Morden

Today I Am Carey

Adult

Science
Fiction

by Martin L. Shoemaker
F Shoemaker
SciFi/Fantasy. Carey, an android,
becomes a caretaker to Mildred, who
has Alzheimer's. When Mildred dies,
Carey becomes a copy of Mildred and
assumes responsibility for her family,
leaving Carey struggling to
understand what she faces, knowing
she cannot age.

The Chaos Function
by Jack Skillingstead

F Morden
SciFi/Fantasy. In the sequel to One
Way, an inhabitant of humanity’s
first Mars base discovers that the
company that created the colony has
murderous intentions and sets out to
find a way back home.

F Skillingstead
SciFi/Fantasy. When she revives the
man she loves in a makeshift death
chamber beneath an ancient, sacred
site where she encounters strange
technology, journalist Olivia Nikitas
accidentally shifts the world to the
brink of disaster.

Vessel

Light from Other Stars

by Lisa A. Nichols

by Erika Swyler

F Nichols
SciFi/Fantasy. After surviving a
deadly incident in deep space,
astronaut Catherine Wells is
believed to be dead, but
miraculously returns to earth years
later to find the life she left behind
drastically changed.

F Swyler
SciFi/Fantasy. Decades after her
grieving father triggers chaotic
changes in his pursuit of lifeextending technology, an astronaut
confronts dangerous family secrets
to stop a world-threatening crisis.

Escapist fun with potential insight into
the technology and culture of the future
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Nightchaser

Recursion

Last Tango in Cyberspace

by Amanda Bouchet

by Blake Crouch

by Steven Kotler

F Bouchet
Captain Tess Bailey and her crew are
on the run from a dangerous tyrant.
Their best hope for help is a tall,
dark, and much-too-appealing
stranger, Shade Ganavan.

F Crouch
SciFi/Fantasy. Police officer Barry
Sutton and Helena Smith, a scientist
who created a way to preserve
memories, investigate an illness that
drives victims mad with memories of
a life they never lived. Together they
face a force that attacks the mind
and the fabric of the past.

F Kotler
SciFi/Fantasy. Exploited by a
pharmaceutical company for his
trend-predicting talents, a psychic
tracker stumbles across a murder
that catapults him into the world of
eco-assassins, soul hackers and
consciousness terrorists.

Street Freaks
by Terry Brooks
F Brooks
SciFi/Fantasy. Receiving a dire
warning immediately before his
father disappears, Ash finds himself
hunted in a futuristic mega-city
where he searches for help from a
human and part-human
underworld.

Here and Now and Then
by Mike Chen
F Chen
SciFi/Fantasy. Stranded for 18 years
since the 1990s, time-traveling agent
Kin Stewart, suffering from memory
loss, has started a new life, but when
rescuers from the year 2142 finally
arrive, he must choose between his
current family and the one he left
behind in the future.

Winds of Marque

The Darkest Time of Night
by Jeremy Finley
F Finley
SciFi/Fantasy.When her grandson
vanishes in the woods, and the only
witness is his brother who whispers,
"The lights took him," Lynn
Roseworth fears only she knows the
truth, which would ruin her family
and her husband’s political career.

An Absolutely Remarkable
Thing
by Hank Green
F Green
The first to document the Carls, giant
robot-like statues popping up
around the world, April May finds
herself at the center of an intense
international media spotlight.

Electric Forest
by Tanith Lee
F Lee
SciFi/Fantasy. When a wealthy
scientist offers to make her
beautiful, Magdala Cled, branded
"ugly," and abused due to her
natural-born features, soon
discovers that beauty comes with a
high price—one that she must pay
with her life.

Noumenon Infinity
by Marina J. Lostetter
F Lostetter
The convoy sent to a distant star
named LQ Pyx returns to work on
what everyone believes is a Dyson
Sphere, but might actually be
something much more sinister.

Severance

by Bennett R. Coles

Zero Sum Game

F Coles
SciFi/Fantasy. Tasked by the
emperor to destroy a fleet of space
pirates, the crew of the star-sailing
ship HMSS Daring find their mission
compromised by a traitor in their
midst.

by S.L. Huang
F Huang
SciFi/Fantasy. Cas Russell wields
her math skills like a superpower,
using vector calculus to dodge
bullets and armed men, but is
surprised to find someone with a
power more dangerous than her
own, the ability to control minds.

by Ling Ma
F Ma
SciFi/Fantasy. A survivor of an
apocalyptic plague maintains a blog
about a decimated Manhattan
before joining a motley group of
survivors to search for a place to
rebuild, a goal that is complicated
by an unscrupulous group leader.

